
Far-Out Guide to the Solar System

Introduction
This teacher’s guide helps students learn about the Sun, planets, moons, dwarf planets,
asteroids, and comets that make up out fabulous Solar System. Books in the series take
readers on a voyage to discover the diversity of objects moving about in space: how they got
there, what they are made of, how they relate to the overall system circulating around the Sun,
and what the future holds for them.

National Standards
This series supports Science and Language Arts.  Go to www.enslowclassroom.com and/or
www.enslow.com and click on the Curriculum Correlations tab. Click on your state, grade level,
and curriculum standard to display how any book in this series backs up your state’s specific
curriculum standard.

Classroom Activities
Activities linking to the five curriculum areas: Reading/Language Arts; Math, Science; Social
Studies; and the Arts, can be found in this teacher’s guide.  Hands-on activities and a
reproducible handout encourage readers to use comprehension and vocabulary skills relating to
the book’s subject. Some activities can be reworked to use with any book in the series.

Guided Reading Level: M
Reproducible for Educational Use Only
This guide is reproducible for educational use only and is not for resale. © Enslow Publishers,
Inc.

Where to Find More Information About Titles in this Series:
Visit www.enslowclassroom.com and/or www.enslow.com to search for other titles and series,
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Teacher’s Guide for Far-Out Guide to the Sun
The Sun is the center of our solar system. It affects everything and everyone, including us.
Because of the Sun, we have heat and light that sustain life. The Sun is responsible for our
changing weather patterns that create seasons. In this book, readers discover fascinating facts
about this giant ball of gas: what it is made of and what its layers are like, from the inside out;
how storms up on the Sun affect life down here on Earth; and more, including what spacecraft
have uncovered about our own special star. Readers get the facts straight from real scientists
who study the Sun and find out when and why the experts predict its light may go out forever!

Introduction, pages 4–7 Read the title, Far-Out Guide to the Sun, aloud and have students
discuss the cover photograph. Then browse a few pages, pointing out text features such as the
Contents, Index, headings, photo captions, text boxes, and labeled diagrams. Have students
use their brief browse to predict what they will learn in the book and to set a purpose for
reading. Read pages 4–7 together. Point out the word causes at the top of page 7. Explain that
words like caused. because, as a result, effect, affect, so, and therefore can signal a cause-and-
effect text structure. Review that a cause is why something happens; an effect is what
happens. Add that a cause-and-effect text structure helps readers understand the relationship
between events. Invite students to share what they found most interesting in this section.

Chapter 1, pages 8–29   Suggest that as students read this chapter about space weather, they
put sticky notes where they find more examples of cause-and-effect relationships. Stress how
knowing causes and effects can help scientists make predictions about what might happen in
space. Point out a fact box and explain that this short amount of text is set apart from the main
text to give more information related to the main text. Explain that fact boxes encourage readers
to focus more in a specific event or fact .Have students note how captions and diagrams also
add information. Skim and scan the At a Glance. Fast Facts, and Timeline pages together and
stress that they summarize information for readers.

Chapter 2, pages 30–39  Read with students the paragraph on page 31. Explain that a
sequence text structure tells events in the order in which they happened. Discuss sequence
signal words and phrases, such as first, then, next, after, before, by that time, and finally. Add
that sometimes there are no signal words, but readers can infer the sequence from the text.
Model making a sequence chart to record events in order. Ask students what happened in 2001.
Write on the board Genesis launched. Ask what happened next, then draw an arrow down to a
line where you write Genesis flew one million miles. Have students read the rest of the chapter
and record events from launch to crash and beyond on their own sequence charts. Let partners
share and compare their results.
Chapter 3, pages 40–43 Let students partner-read and discuss what is ahead for the Sun.
Encourage partners to list the many ways they personally benefit from the Sun every day. Draw
attention to the Words to Know, Find Out More, and Index pages that follow the chapter.
Discuss how such information can help readers find information more easily.

After Reading Prompt students to share their personal responses to the book by asking
questions such as: What one thing about the Sun did you find most interesting? Would you ever
want to work on a mission to the Sun? Why or why not? What information do you hope Solar
Probe+ sends back to Earth?

Activities linking to Reading/Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies, and the Arts
on the page that follows. Make copies of the Handout on the last page. Read the directions
aloud, then let students do the page independently. Answers: 1. solar eclipse, 2. solar flare 3.
orbit, 4. atmosphere, 5. the Sun, 6. star, 7. prominence, 8. corona, 9. sunspot, 10. gravity, 11.
aurora, 12. core.



Activities   The Five Curriculum Activities

SAFETY WARNING:
Before doing any activity, make sure students do not have allergies to items needed. Have an
adult present at all times to supervise activities requiring the use of sharp or hot/cold objects.
Always review directions and safety rules with students before they begin a project.

Reading/Language Arts activity:
Challenge students to choose 10 or more terms from the Words to Know on pages 44–45 to
create a scrambled-word puzzle. Tell students to write a clue for each scrambled word by using
information from the text as well as the Words to Know definitions. Have students exchange
papers and solve each other's puzzles.

Math activity:
Point out that on page 24 students learned that the Sun is 864,400 miles in diameter, or across
from one side to the other. Explain that the diameter of Earth is 7,926 miles. How much further
is it across the Sun than across Earth? (864400 miles – 7,926 miles = 856,474 miles)

Science activity:
Explain that when scientists observing the solar system, what they can see at one time is called
their “field of vision.” Let students discover how a “field of vision” can change, depending on how
close or far away they are. Carefully tape the book to a wall so the space picture on pages 4–5
is visible. Use tape to mark a spots on the floor 2 feet, 5 feet, and 9 feet away from the wall. Let
students take turns standing on the 9-ft mark, holding a paper-towel tube up to one eye, then
drawing or writing their observations. Have each student repeat the process at the 5-ft and 2-ft
marks. Discuss how the closer students were to the picture, the smaller their field of vision but
the more details they could see.

Social Studies activity
Remind students that communities depend on natural resources to live. Good citizens work to
keep their communities healthy and safe. Solar energy does not pollute as some energy
sources do. Plan for a sunny day solar cookout with students. You need two shiny metal cookie
sheets, some rocks, and hot dogs and buns. Put the hot dogs and buns on one cookie sheet.
Use rocks to prop up and position the other sheet to reflect the Sun’s rays, like a mirror, and aim
them down toward the food. Wait for the Sun to do its work, then give each student a slice of a
hot dog and bun.

Arts activity:
Remind students that on page 33 they learned that the Sun “sings.” Reread that fact box and
discuss the kinds of sounds the Sun might make. Then challenge students to work alone, with a
partner, or in a small group to create a song the Sun might sing. Explain that students just have
to come up with a melody, but if they want to, they can add lyrics. Allow time for a Solar Song
Show, during which students perform their musical selections for the class. Let students vote for
their favorite sun-song.



Handout

Name It!
Read each description, then write the word or words it describes. Use the Word
Box to check your spelling.

  1. This happens when the Moon gets between the Sun and Earth. _________

  2. A sudden burst of light and energy from the Sun’s photosphere _________

  3. A circular path around another object in space  ______________________

  4. Gases that surround an object in space ____________________________

  5. A huge spinning magnet in space  ________________________________

  6. A large ball-shaped object in space that gives off its own light ___________

  7. Huge arc of gas erupting from the Sun’s photosphere _________________

  8. The outer layer of the Sun ______________________________________

  9. Dark patch on the surface of the Sun ______________________________

10. The force of attraction between two objects _________________________

11. Lights in the sky near a planet’s magnetic poles ______________________

12. The part of the Sun where energy is created _________________________

Word Box
orbit the Sun corona gravity solar eclipse solar flare

aurora prominence core star atmosphere sunspot
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